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NOTICE: THIS GUIDE, CHECKLISTS, OR WORKSHEETS  

COME WITHPERSONAL USE RIGHTS ONLY 

You may NOT sell, give away, or distribute these items in any way, either online or off. This is not PLR or 

licensed content. 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Copyright ©2019 Jennifer E. Burke. You may not reproduce or transmit any part 

of this report, in any format or by any means without the express written permission of the author. 

AFFILIATE DISCLAIMER. The author does use affiliate links in some instances. It would be easiest to 

assume that any links within this document are affiliate links. If you click on them and make a purchase, I 

may earn a small commission. Here’s what you need to know: 1) You will never pay more for a product 

when you buy through one of my links, and in fact, may pay less due to special offers or arrangements; 2) 

I never promote a product or service I do not believe in 100%. 

DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES. Every effort has been made to accurately represent this product 

and its potential. Even though businesses offer the possibility of earning money, this is no guarantee that 

you will earn any money using the techniques and ideas in these materials. Examples in these materials 

are not to be interpreted as a promise or guarantee of earnings. Earning potential is entirely dependent on 

the person using the product, ideas, or techniques. Your level of success in attaining any results 

described here will vary and depend on the time you devote to the business, ideas, techniques mentioned, 

your finances, knowledge, and various existing skills. Since these factors differ according to individuals, I 

cannot guarantee your success, nor am I responsible for your actions.  

The information presented herein represents the opinions of the author as of the date of publication and 

is for informational purposes only. While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided 

here, neither the author nor her affiliates/partners assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or 

omissions. Any slights of people or organizations are unintentional. This document is not to be used as a 

source of legal or accounting advice. Consult a qualified professional should you need assistance in 

these areas. 

 

Whew. Glad we got all that out of the way! 😉  
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ABOUT JENNIFER   

I’m THAT person. The person who just has to know everything! I love 

to dig up the best facts, tidbits, resources, information, and education 

and then to share what I find. The sharing is key – it’s no good to keep 

learning, digging, and doing if I don’t share! That’s something that’s 

hard-wired into me, not just because of my experience or careers. 

The need to KNOW and to SHARE is probably why after my first career 

in marketing and advertising I went and got a graduate degree in 

‘finding stuff’, also known as a Master’s in Library and Information 

Science. Yes, I’m technically a card-carrying librarian (multiple library cards plus the cards for my 

professional association memberships). 😉  But I changed paths, again, and became a 

solopreneur- first as a business researcher for hire, then a consultant to nonprofits, a builder of 

small websites, as a teacher/trainer to nonprofits and other solopreneurs, a speaker, and a 

collector of marketing software (oops – don’t do that!). I still do about half of all that!  

Out on my own, I had to relearn marketing with the new tech and tools, so I could build my new 

solo business. A lot had changed in the decades since I was working in the ad world. I did a LOT 

of studying, following, experimenting, failing, and learning. Now I teach from my mistakes and 

successes. 

My winding journey through marketing, sales, customer service, research, being a librarian, 

teaching, consulting, and public speaking, makes it all great stuff I now bring to you.  You get to 

benefit from my years of experience, the pitfalls I already hit, the courses I wish I hadn’t overpaid 

for, and the walls I climbed to find success.  

Mighty Marketing Mojo.com is the space I created where I can share, teach, and learn from 

fellow solopreneurs – let me be as your guide and shortcut to marketing tech and tools. I want 

you to find your confidence in promoting all the things YOU know, I want you to find your 

marketing mojo!   
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You’ve accepted the challenge! I’m so excited for you, for your business, and for your 

audience or community – great things are going to come from work you’ll put in during 

the challenge. 

You were ready for just a little nudge and guidance on how to spend less time figuring 

out what to do to promote your business, bring in new clients and customers, and spend 

less time spinning your wheels. This action guide will help you during the 30-day 

challenge and beyond, as a one-stop place to check when you aren’t feeling your full 

mojo and need support with focusing your marketing efforts.  

No matter whether “marketing” brings frustration or gets you energized, one thing in 

business is certain: for a business to succeed, it must be promoted. There MUST be 

solid marketing. It doesn’t matter if you have a café, a brick-n-mortar boutique, a shop 

on Etsy, sell professional services to clients 1:1, or sell e-books – you need marketing. 

And today, that means a combination of digital marketing activities.  

But you’re a smart solopreneur or biz owner and you know that! You’re already online. 

You’ve probably been trying multiple way to find customers or clients and promote your 

biz.  

But I bet you’re also like most solopreneurs I know, wondering if it’s working. What are 

we supposed to be doing today in marketing? There’s so much advice, too much 

information, and we wonder what really works and how will we find the time?  

Solopreneurs like us wear all the hats in the business (finance, accounting, sales, 

creation, marketing, taking out the trash), and our time is already at a premium. Many of 

us are solos so that we can have flexibility – a life! – and more freedom. How do we do 

more, but in less time? With the radical shift to only focusing on marketing for 30 

minutes a day. That’s a time block we can all fit in our schedules! We can create, 

promote, and still do non-work fun stuff! 

I want to see us focus on the essentials, waste less time, and get faster results. Sound 

good? 

This 30in30 Mighty Marketing Challenge, Action Guide, and accompanying checklists – 

plus the live sessions and group support will help us set new healthy marketing habits.  

Are you ready to find your marketing mojo? 😁 
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One key thing I want you to remember – there is NO single right way to do marketing. 

 Marketing is a whole umbrella of strategy and efforts and works best when those 

strategies and tasks are coordinated, talking to each other, all supporting the message 

of your business. This guide isn’t going to tell you that you have to be doing social 

media, or be on a specific platform, or how many times you must email a list, or any one 

way to do this. Because there just isn’t one way that fits every business, every person, 

every audience, all of the time.  Tough love marketing moment here! What doesn’t work 

for solopreneurs – trying to do ALL of it, ALL of the time, and all by ourselves. That’s a 

recipe for business burnout and no success. Let’s avoid that!  

Approach this challenge, and your marketing overall, like a ‘choose your own adventure’ 

or even a marketing cookbook with recipes. You need to test the mix that works for your 

business, your niche, your audience of customers, and with your resources. We’re going 

to try to get that mix down to 30-minutes per day.  

I’m cheating a bit here and saying creation will need separate scheduling. 😉  

You may need to spend another 30-, 60-minutes, or more, on creating those things in 

your business that you will promote. You might need a block of time for writing a blog 

post, and then we spend 30-minutes that day on the blog promotion checklist, making 

sure your content is seen, and seen well past when you first hit publish. Or you will need 

separate time blocks for the steps in creating an e-book, a new webinar, a course you 

will sell, or a new service you will deliver to clients.  

For our 30 days we are going to set 1 clear goal for the month, focus on 1 strategy, and 

create 1 set of actions to get us there. And we spend 30 minutes each day on those 

tasks. Got it?  

  

TIMEOUT: 
For right now, in resetting our mindsets and getting focused, the 30-

minutes of marketing work per day will mean active promotion. Yes, 

promotion is just one part of the whole marketing umbrella, but for 

this challenge, and for getting into the 30in30 habit, we’re focusing 

our 30 minutes on actively building our audience and getting the 

word out to them.  
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Ok, getting mighty and focused means starting with two things: a foundation of 

marketing smarts and some smart goals. We aren’t trying to EVERYTHING out there 

under the marketing umbrella – not in a week, the next 30 day, or ever really. We may try 

multiple options, we test and collect data, but it’s efficient, effective, and just common 

sense, that we focus on just a few core activities. Your core marketing activities may be 

different than mine. That’s ok! What you test and see working now, may not be the best 

option for you later. Technology changes, our markets and audiences change too. This 

isn’t Marketing 101– just an overview to help you choose your focus during this 

challenge. 

We need goals in our businesses and for our marketing - no matter if we are looking at 

30 days, 90 days, 12 months, 5 years, or just this week. We need to know where we are 

going (goal), so we can create a map to get there (strategies + tasks).  

I recommend starting with my Get Clear + Smart Goal Setting Worksheet. It’s a self-

interview that asks you questions so you can get clear on 1 major goal at a time. It 

includes a quick refresher on SMART goals and a formula for how to write a SMART 

goal.  

Specific Measurable Actionable Realistic   Timebound 

 

SMART Goals include:  WHO + WHAT + WHEN + HOW 

• Who is involved or the target of my goal?  

• What am I trying to accomplish? 

• How will I see a measurable difference, how will I take action?  

• When will I accomplish this goal by?  

• Why is this goal important?  

Examples:    Collect 10 customer testimonials by June 2019.  

Among my target audience of women health coaches, increase email 

subscriptions to my list by 20% by the end of this year.  

I will get 3 new consulting clients within the next 60 days by asking for 

referrals from my past clients and in the networking or business groups I 

belong to that have the same target audience as I do.   
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Before we talk tools, automation, schedules, or checklists, let’s all get on the same page 

with the most common – and effective – marketing options available for solopreneurs 

and small businesses today.  

I’ll give you a brief rundown on the most common, budget-friendly, efficient methods to 

promote your business:  

• Social Media 

• Content Marketing 

• Your Website 

• Email Marketing 

• Video Marketing 

• Word of Mouth /Referrals 

• Customer Service  

While all are important and good options, it’s not efficient to try all of them at the same 

time!  

Here’s how we will approach the next 30 days: 

1. Read the descriptions of the key marketing techniques. 

2. List all your current products or services – which is your most profitable? Focus 

on promoting that one for the next month. 

3. If you haven’t already, write down your ideal, best customer (profitable, takes 

least effort or cost to sell to, repeat buyers) – that’s who you are talking to. 

4. What is your business goal for the next 30 days? 

a. Business goals usually fall in 3 areas: Getting known; Generating new 

leads or list subscribers; Converting to sales 

b. Which of these can you best focus on for 30 minutes/day for 30 days? 

5. With your goal in mind, select just one promotion technique to focus on during 

the 30-day Challenge. 

a. E.g. Your goal is more leads – you’ll likely focus on networking, 1:1 emails, 

or email list-building.  Your goal is being known – you work on sending 

traffic back to your site, via social media, social ads, guest posts, etc. 

6. Write a SMART marketing goal including your chosen technique. 

7. List 3 ways you can track your progress to your goal. Use the planner sheets!  

8. List 5 steps you could take, in 30-minute blocks, to reach that goal over the next 

30 days. 

9. Review the task lists in the guide, the planner sheet, and sketch out your first 

weekly plan. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA  

Moment for a personal pet peeve – when even the “experts” treat social media or social 

media marketing as if it were a wholly separate thing, giving it a separate marketing 

plan, separate goals, and not linking it to the other strategies a business or person 

employs. No, no, no! It’s just one strategy and tool in our kit, my friends! AND social 

media does not, can not ever, replace your own website and email list. You are merely 

‘renting’ space on social media – you don’t own your fans/followers/likes. Interact, 

answer questions, build rapport, and send those folks back to your site to join your list! 

Ok, off my soapbox.  

You know there are millions, no BILLIONS, of people on various social platforms today 

around the world. Some are frequent users, checking sites multiple times per day, while 

others lurk and listen or are infrequent users. Different demographics and audiences 

favor different social platforms, and each one’s popularity goes up and down over time 

(ok, some seem to just be sliding down – Google+ is gone, Snapchat is sliding and may 

never see real marketing value, what happened to Yammer or Vero?). For our marketing 

purposes, we’re only looking at platforms or social networks with largely public-facing 

posts or messages – not social messaging apps like WhatsApp, Messenger, WeChat, 

Kik, etc. 

The point is your business should be taking advantage of social media – but 

strategically. You need to figure out which platform is preferred by your ideal 

customers/clients and focus there – not on every platform, nor the one you happen to 

like or use most. You may want to create or claim your business’s profile or page on 

each major platform even if you don’t intend to use that channel, just so someone else 

can’t claim your preferred ID. Who your ideal customer is, and where they hang out 

online, could change and you want to be ready. 

DO claim or create official business profiles or pages – do not primarily use your 

personal profile. For example, if you use your personal Facebook profile to repeatedly 

promote your business you are at risk of being shut down by Facebook. Don’t game the 

system – get set up right. Your business’s social media pages should consistently 

reflect your branding, image, and messaging (i.e. use the same colors, images, headers 

across all channels and to match your website). Fill out all the sections you can on your 

profile – leaving gaps could confuse your audience or make them think you have 

something to hide. Customers and prospects will use social media to find you, check 

you out, ask questions, and give you a chance to listen and interact with them.  
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Social media can be a good source of interested traffic back to your website, landing 

pages and offers. It’s also a great place to listen and learn what your customers want 

and need.  Think of it as a middle point on a triangle (or a circle?!) with your website – 

you post content from your website to social media to expand the number of people 

seeing your content, you send traffic back from social media to those blog posts and to 

landing pages, and on to your email list. You might also ask your email list to join you on 

social too. Back and forth, back and forth.  

There’s of course more to social media – so much more I did a whole training just on 

Smarter Social Success. 😊  

For the challenge and for our 30-minute/day blocks, you need to focus your social 

media actions. IF you have a goal for the month that is tied to social media – e.g. traffic 

to a lead magnet from social, traffic to blog posts from social, getting more 

engagement from followers on a particular social channel AND then sending them to 

your landing page. 😊  

Focus on the one social platform where most of your ideal customer base is active and 

willing to engage with you. Create the type of content that resonates most with that 

platform’s users right now. Mix in original content, curated content, your older, 

evergreen content, and promotional content. Use a social media management or 

scheduling tool that is easy, convenient, fast, and affordable for you.  

[For the Smarter Social Success training I created a comparison chart of all the major 

tools – get it here as a BONUS GIFT.]  
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Content Marketing  

Oh, dear, time for another pet peeve/rant – just like for social media, this isn’t some 

completely separate thing from all other marketing activities. In fact, social media is one 

tool we use to execute our content marketing strategies. A blog is another tool, as is 

video, and white papers, or articles, etc.  

Sorry, my integrated, strategic marketing roots are very deep, going back nearly 25 

years, so I will keep nagging on the theme of making our marketing efforts all work 

together and to not treat them in isolation or separate from each other. :-D That said, I 

do love the concept and strategies of content marketing because it advocates an 

integrated and educational approach.  

Quick definition – Content Marketing is: 

At its core, content marketing is about pulling people in towards us with engaging, 

valuable content – NOT pushing it out all over and hoping someone responds (like TV 

and radio ads of old). Content marketing lets you share your knowledge and expertise, 

answer all the questions your customers are already asking online, and keeps them 

coming back to you as the expert resource they need. Content is how our potential 

customer find us, know us, like us, and trust us these days. The more targeted and 

valuable your content, the more likely your ideal customers find you when they’re 

looking for solutions.  

“people on the web are looking for solutions. They are not 
looking for you – they don’t know who you are – yet! They’re 
seeking what you know. So give it to them.” 

But it’s not enough to just create awesome, helpful, educational, valuable content – you 

have to share and promote it. That’s a key focus of this challenge – promotion. Share 

your new posts, but also share the older ones that still have valuable tips and show your 

expertise. Share widely and share often. Get those targeted eyeballs on your content 

and interested people on your list!  

 

“A marketing technique of creating and distributing valuable, relevant, and 

consistent content to attract and acquire a clearly defined audience – with the 

objective of driving profitable customer action.”  ~Content Marketing Institute 
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For those many solos thinking ‘I don’t have time to create new things!’ Here are tips for 

faster content creation – try these content shortcuts:  

• Content curation – create short posts linking to other experts and valuable 

content that can help your audience in some way. If you’ve ever pinned on 

Pinterest – congrats, you’ve curated! If you Tweeted an article from a blogger you 

like – curation! Now take this to your own blog. Write a few paragraphs about 

WHY you think that content is helpful and are sharing it, use a screengrab from 

the original post and be super clear in your attributions and link to the post you 

are curating. Boom, done in minutes! If you want to learn more about content 

curation, you want to check out a master of it  - Kelly McCausey and her Smart 

Curation Skills.  

• Licensed content (PLR/WhiteLabel) – content that has been written or prepared 

by others, that you purchase the rights to use, edit, customize, and brand as your 

own. You can save time because you don’t do the time-intensive research or 

original writing, and just edit and customize to fit your audience and business 

needs. If you’re not familiar with licensed content/PLR check out the resource I 

created that answers a lot of common questions. 

• User/Customer-generated content – any content that is created by the 

audience/customer-base and not a company or organization. YouTube is 

basically ALL UGC! Sites like Huffington Post, Forbes, Buzzfeed and many others 

feature guest posts, contributors – users, basically, doing the content creation 

for them. Turning blog comments into a new blog post could be user-generated 

content (UGC). Contests to share photos of customers using a company’s 

product – also UGC. Let your fans help you create the content!  

• Infographics – instead of writing long blog posts, turn your ideas or statistics into 

a graphic and make that the post. Graphics posts are very shareable and tend to 

get lots of re-shares.  

• Audio content – even if you don’t have a podcast, you can make use of audio 

content. Use the built-in  voice recording apps, or even voice-to-text tools that 

come with many smart phones or even apps like Google Documents and speak 

your content. If you’re not a fast typist this could really save time. Share the audio 

file to download plus any text transcripts. You’ll get your great ideas out and into 

the world faster!  

 

Creating high-value, useful content will be the gift that keeps giving in your business. 

Those articles will keep working, getting you found in search results, continuing to 
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answer your audience’s question, persisting in building trust through showing your 

expertise, and delivering people on to your list and to your offers.  

Since I stated this challenge had the caveat of NOT being primarily about content 

creation but promotion – you’re wondering how content marketing fits. Well, if you have 

great content already – go share it! Share it more! Use this month to get a routine and 

schedule of sharing your content. 

IF you don’t have much awesome content built up – ok, use a few of your 30-minute 

chunks for some easy, fast content creation so you have more to share and promote! 

Challenge yourself to write a good, useful post in just 30 minutes. Use a different 30-

minute block to review, edit, and then share it. I highly recommend starting with some 

content curation. I participated in a 5-day curation challenge at the end of 2018 so 

check out some of these Mighty Marketing Mojo posts for examples. (Solopreneur pals 

don’t make these blogging mistakes or How can solopreneurs beat imposter syndrome) 

 

Content Creation Mind Map example – let this spur your creative juices in thinking of what to create  
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Your Website  

This is your home base, the online face of your business, and the place you want all your 

potential, ideal customers/clients to come visit. This is the one place you OWN – you’re 

only renting a room over on any social platform and that lease could end any minute. 

😉 Make sure your website reflects you, your style, your target audience, and how you 

are a smart professional worth knowing and doing business with. Spending a little extra 

time keeping your site spruced up and doing its job marketing you 24/7/365 will save 

you time later on.  

While website maintenance is not a marketing promotion task, if something isn’t 

working on your website, your site is not working to market you. If you need tech help, 

find some good web help and outsource what you don’t want to do, don’t know, or are 

worried you could mess up. (I’m self-taught, built a dozen sites, and know enough to be a 

danger to myself sometimes! I’m mighty thankful I switched my web hosting last year to 

MomWebs so that when I ‘fix’ (🙄 crash!) something, they get it fixed for real, and fast.)    

But there are some website operations tasks with a marketing flavor that you could 

work in to your daily or weekly routine: 

 Make sure all your most-visited pages have good, high-quality, relevant images 

(that load quickly! High resolution does NOT mean high/large file size). If some 

images are looking dated, or your changed logos – swap out the old for new and 

relevant.  

 Also make sure there’s an email list opt-in offer on your most-visited pages and 

posts.  

 Is your contact information up to date? Do you have forms (with spam catching 

enabled) so that a client could easily get in touch? If you want them to set up a 

discovery call – is your phone number findable or a calendar booking link clear 

and working?  

 Does your site feature the keywords and synonymous phrases associated with 

what you do, the problems you solve, and the audience you are targeting? Will 

both Google and your audience clearly, immediately know what you are about? 

Are you using those key phrases in the alt tags of your images in pages and 

posts where appropriate?  

 Run a link checking app or plugin to ensure you don’t have a lot of broken links 

(either internal to your own pages or external). Stuff on the web changes all the 

time, but if you have a timeless (“evergreen”) article you want to make sure it 

stays relevant by checking the links still work.  
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 Calls to action – do visitors know what you want them to do first, or next, after 

visiting pages or posts on your site? Do you use colorful, compelling buttons to 

tell people exactly what you need them to do?  

 Include links to your services, offers, or products throughout your posts and 

pages. Go back and add those links to older posts if you have a relevant new 

offer.  

 Do you have more than one opt-in offer and have them placed in multiple spots 

on your website? Have you tried and exit pop-up? Do you have a way to offer a 

content upgrade on your top posts? The more ways people can see your free 

offer and join your email list, the better!  
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Email Marketing 

First things first – do you have an email list? A list where prospective clients or 

customer opt-in to receive news, tips, and offers from you? I’m not talking about your 

contacts or address book in your Outlook or Gmail business accounts, nor the list of 

social media followers (you’re renting/borrowing those, remember?).  And the next 

question- how are you currently building and then nurturing that list?  

Unlike the rented space of social media, an opt-ed in email list is a legitimate business 

asset that you OWN. It’s a foundation of what is known as “permission marketing” or 

“relationship marketing.” Forget any rumors or articles you’ve heard, email marketing is 

far from dead! Just like many of the other marketing techniques already mentioned, 

building a strong foundation here will save you time and money in the long run, and pay 

you dividends.  

If you haven’t actively started list building, challenge month will be an awesome time to 

start! If you want to grow your list and not just hope for the best in hitting your ideal 

target’s inbox, this is a great time for you too! If you’ve got all the email marketing tech 

set up, you have your opt-in, you are sharing that free offer and bringing in traffic – 

maybe now is a great month to focus on writing emails and nurturing that list. Several of 

my mentors, coaches, and solos I look to would say ‘every month is a great month for 

email!’ and I have learned they are right! 

Like other pieces of content marketing (yeah, email is part of CM), we give in order to 

receive. We send emails with solid info, good tips, answers to a burning question from a 

client or customer (because other customers likely have the same question!), a new tool 

that solved a problem for us, or how our latest products or services can solve our 

clients’ problems. We have conversations via email and continue to build that KNOW-

LIKE-TRUST continuum with our audiences. And sending them offers, promoting how 

they can purchase our products or services, is part of the conversation. Heck, the point 

of a business is to make a profit, so promoting and getting purchases IS THE point of 

the conversation!  

Take the time to figure out what part of the email marketing puzzle needs your attention 

and focus this month, and that’s where you’ll spend your 30-minute blocks. If you don’t 

have the tech and tools for correctly gathering email contacts and then sending them 

your conversations – focus on that first. If you have the tech, but don’t have the list-

building offer or gift – nail that down and get it out there! If you have a free offer, figure 

out new ways and places to share it – every day. Basically, don’t worry about your open 

rates, or your conversion percentage if you don’t have the first steps all locked and 
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running smooth as silk. Go in order, work on the steps for the stage you’re in, and ask 

for help if you hit a stumble point anywhere along the line.  

The key to successful list building and email marketing is the key to all marketing – 

consistency. Don’t drop off the planet and only send an email newsletter once every 3 

months. People need to remember who you are and why they opted in to hear your 

awesomeness – so keep the conversation going.  
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Videos  

Video is just another form of content that fits in the content market umbrella. It’s 

another way to show – not just tell – your audience what you know and do. A lot of 

people are more visual learners and won’t be attracted to a blog post no matter how 

well-researched or well-crafted. They need to see the information to really process it. 

You can meet and fulfill this need in your audience with photos, infographics, and 

videos.  

Don’t be scared off! You don’t need to be Stephen Spielberg or Ave Duvernay, nor have a 

fancy camera or equipment, or complex editing software in order to make useful, 

compelling videos. Your smart phone and a good webcam (plus a decent mic) will be 

just fine!  Plus, there are plenty of affordable tools for making social-friendly videos 

where you never have to appear on screen! Don’t let camera shyness stop you from 

using the power of video.  Ripl, Wave,  SocialStudio from Pond5, and Lumen5 have free 

plans for starting out with easy social video creation – no onscreen time necessary. 

Videos help people to see your products and services at work, to get to know you better 

as an expert, to build trust, and reach parts of your ideal target audience who prefer 

learning via visuals and video. Video can be as simple as a voice-over PowerPoint or 

Keynote slides, a quick Facebook Live, or go all in with a backdrop, nice lighting, and edit 

various footage together.  

Key tips for ANY video: 

• IF you are speaking, sound quality matters as much or more than what you use to 

create the video. People click away FAST from soft, scratchy, tinny, bad audio. 

The mic in your smartphone isn’t as good as the camera and is only best at a 

max of 18” away from you. Same is true for any DSLR or video cameras. Use an 

inexpensive mic (even the earbuds that come with your smartphone) to get 

crystal clear audio.  

• One point per video – don’t try to cram in multiple things or ideas in the same 

video. It’s better to have several short videos with concise messages than 1 long 

video where your audience gets lost.  

• Always have a CTA (Call to Action) – what you want people to do after watching 

your video. Add a URL, use buttons, use the cards or annotations in YouTube, put 

text on screen – just make sure a viewer knows your brand/company name and 

what you want them to do, or where to go.  

Video will continue to be the future of marketing so don’t ignore this technique for 

promoting your business. 
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REFERRAL AND WORD-OF-MOUTH 

Word-of-mouth marketing is the oldest concept or technique in the marketing toolkit 

and is just as valuable today. People trust other people they know and a 

recommendation or referral from a friend, about a product or a service, goes a long way.  

We also know that while we may have many happy customers and clients, it’s the bad 

news from disgruntled folks that travels quickest. Set up alerts on social media and 

Google to track your name, your company or brand name, and any product names just 

so you can maybe get in front of any unhappy people before things spread too far, too 

fast. Do yourself a favor and work hard early on to collect testimonials and reviews from 

your past customers, clients, and fans so you have lots of good news to spread about 

your business. Share those testimonials on your Home page, About page, any services 

or product listings, on your sales pages, landing pages for webinars or courses – 

everywhere!  [Note: IANAL -IAmNotALawyer – but legal and FTC advice I’ve seen in the US 

says testimonials on sales or opt-in pages need to be related to the product on that page 

– i.e. you can’t use a glowing testimonial from someone who bought course A to sell your 

different course Z. When in doubt, go get real professional, legal advice!] 

If you work with clients one-to-one, make getting a testimonial and possible referral part 

of your process. Use templates or forms to help your clients give you that testimonial 

right along with their final payments and completion of a project, coaching or services 

package.  

Other ways to build word-of-mouth, particularly if you have a business with a local or 

physical presence – participate in your local community. Sponsor a little league team or 

table at a networking event. Donate items to a charity gala or fundraiser. Hand out 

giveaway items with your logo at local festivals, fairs, parades, farmers markets, or 

business events. Speak at meetings for local business groups, Rotary, or Chamber of 

Commerce meetings. For those with online-only businesses, participate in your online 

communities. Answer questions in Facebook and LinkedIn Groups (note: I said answer 

questions and offer help – not spam the group with sales or opt-in offers. 😉) and build 

your trustworthy reputation as a knowledgeable expert in your niche. You can also look 

for events to sponsor, ways to giveaway swag (branded knickknacks), or charities to 

sponsor – all online.  

 

CUSTOMER SERVICE  

If you are a service provider (consultant, coach, website designer, graphics guru, 

photographer), you know your clients are the life of your business. If you sell products 
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(digital or physical), your customers are key too! Without people buying from us, we 

have no business. Many companies approach customer service from a defensive or 

reactive position – that’s negative and inefficient. When we make good customer 

service a priority, our business and the perception of us will flourish – and happy, 

satisfied customers turn into awesome, powerful advocates and allies. They can do a 

lot of the marketing for us!  

How to proactively approach service: 

 Create reader-friendly content – don’t use jargon, niche or industry-specific 

words. Don’t speak over their heads. Do use appropriate, relevant keywords, 

related phrases or synonyms, but keep your information clear and simple. 

 Include a FAQ on your website – I also like the SAQ (should have asked 

questions!). Many questions are common and simple to answer, and having an 

FAQ not only helps your clients find their own answers, that content is gold in you 

being found in searches.  

 If you outsource or have team members, train them for consistency – anyone 

who helps you in your business needs to know how to handle customer 

situations, the tone and voice of your business, and how to approach things in a 

consistent, standard way.  

 Give your customers easy ways to reach you or give feedback – contact forms, 

chatbots, quick polls or surveys on your website or via email – all are ways to 

help you listen to customer needs and feedback. Make it easy for them to get in 

touch and respond promptly. Set up email templates for quicker responses.  

 Customer incentives – encourage repeat business and referrals by offering 

discounts to past clients, special coupons to those on your list with a past 

purchase, a referral bonus or gift, etc.  

 

ADDITIONAL TACTICS INCLUDE:   

What we aren’t diving in to, not teaching nor personally using in business – but you 

should be aware of these other tactical options under the overall marketing umbrella:  

Public Relations (includes community relations, media kits, press releases), mobile 

marketing, search marketing + PPC (pay per click), online ads, social media ads or 

sponsored posts, offline advertising (TV/Radio/newspaper/ 

magazine) outdoor advertising (transit/billboards), direct mail, event marketing, joint 

ventures/partnerships, influencer marketing, native advertising (advertorials, sponsored 

content), classified ads, contests, directories, podcasting, public speaking, 

sponsorships, telemarketing, etc.  
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TIME TO PUT THE MARKETING TECHNIQUES TO WORK-  
 IN 30 MINUTES PER DAY 

Now you know all the most efficient and effective ways you can promote your business 

and you’ve selected an area of focus for the next 30 days. I get you’re wondering ‘how 

do we get that done in less time, because we have client and customer work!’  

Checklists, templates, marketing tools, and smart use of automation are the ways to be 

like marketing superstars – in more than one place at the same time! Those are the 

resources to help you streamline your plans and get more done in less time. Whenever 

possible, use plug-ins on your site, apps, services or software to automate and repeat 

tasks. Re-purpose, re-share, and re-use your content in different formats and places to 

make your hard work go further. 

We can’t automate engagement or answering questions, nor should we try. But there’s 

definitely room to use automation tools for scheduling some social posts, for re-sharing 

or recycling your best social posts and promotion of blog content, for auto-responding 

and nurturing new email subscribers, for aiding content curation, and even speed up 

content creation. More good news – marketing automation help doesn’t have to bust 

your budget!  

Email marketing services with autoresponders: $9-19/month (for lists <1000) 

Social media management + scheduling: FREE to $20/month (and higher) 

Video creation tools (perfect for social media): FREE to $15/month (and higher) 

Graphic design tools: FREE to $10/month 

 

Ok, time for another caveat or note: in the beginning (either of your business or in using 

some of these techniques) it may take more than 30 minutes to get your core activities 

done each day. You need to get a feel for how to balance ‘working ON your business’ 

and ‘working IN the business’ – i.e. doing client/customer work, bookkeeping and other 

admin tasks vs. creating products or services, promoting and selling them.  

You’ll take some time to find or adapt checklists and templates to your style and needs. 

It takes a little work upfront to set up automation and scheduling tools, before they can 

get rolling for you. And if you don’t have many blog posts or content pieces already 

created and ready to promote, you’ll probably be well-served by splitting your time 

creating and promoting. You gotta have stuff to promote and share! But you can build 

posts from curated content, mix up the formats, break a longer article in to several 
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shorter posts (and then repurpose those for emails and social posts), turn a slide show 

into a video (which then gets embedded in a post), and of course use licensed 

content/PLR as a starting point. Any time you create a piece of content, think about how 

you can repurpose it in other formats and use it again later. 

We can all agree that marketing is vital to our small business success. There are 

multiple paths and tools to get us each to our own success. You’ll mix-and-match 

strategies over time as your skills develop and your business grows and evolves. The 

overall market changes, our audiences and ideal customers shift, trends will come, 

tactics will go, and you’ll adapt. This guide discussed some pieces that have been 

around quite a while as well as tactics newer to the marketing scene. Starting from 

SMART goals and keeping your eye on doing what moves you closer to those goals will 

be timeless. 

It takes practice and focus, but you’ll get in the hang of cranking out strategic, goal-

oriented marketing in less time, with less sweat and headaches. The descriptions, 

charts, task lists, and planners here and in your other resources will help you learn to get 

tasks done in as little as 30 minutes each day. The 30-day Mighty Marketing Challenge 

is the perfect time for you to practice, build your skills, and find your groove!  

 

Links to planners and worksheets to help during the challenge (and any month of 

marketing!): 

• Mighty Marketing Weekly Goals + Daily To-Do’s Planner 

• Mighty Marketing Clear SMART Goals Self-Interview Worksheet 

• Mighty Marketing Daily Productivity Tracking Sheet 
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 Send an email to a past client or customer with a link to an article (from 

someone in your niche), a blog post (your own), or a free gift from you 

(checklist, report, whitepaper, template). Let them know you thought of them 

when you came across the article, post, report and thought it could help 

them. 

 Reply to an email from a client or customer 

 Write out 5-10 subject lines for your next email to your list  

 Write a thank you email to your customers list 

 Find an article via Feedly, Flipboard, Alltop, or PopUrls and schedule a social 

media post to share it [aka ‘content curation’] 

 Create a social friendly, shareable image for an upcoming post with Canva, 

Adobe Spark, or PicMonkey.  

 Schedule a post to your Facebook Group or Page 

 Reply to a comment on your blog  

 Answer a question in a Facebook Group that has your ideal customers as 

members 

 Update your to-do list for the week – based on your goals naturally!  

 Re-read your welcome email to new members of your email list if you haven’t 

done so in a while – make note of what you want to change or update 

 Delete emails from your inbox – especially if you have so many that you 

might miss one from a client or customer!  

 Do some preliminary research on the features and pricing of a new 

marketing tool or tech you may add to your toolkit 

 Brainstorm 10 possible blog post topics 

 Do a hashtag check for upcoming social media posts to Twitter or Instagram, 

using tools like Ritetag or Hashtagify.  

 Watch one video (or part of one) from a recent course or training you’ve 

purchased – and write down 1 thing you will go implement from that lesson.  

 Take a photo you could use in an email, social media or blog post 

 Write down something you’re grateful for in your business – you don’t have 

to share it, but it could turn into blog or email inspiration.  

 Update your profile picture and/or headers on your social media accounts. 

Make sure all other information is up to date as well.  

 Post an excerpt from one of your blog posts to your best social media 

account. 
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Possible tasks in core marketing areas – this isn’t an exhaustive list, you may have more or less 

tasks depending on your focus and your business. These are marketing tasks – you will have 

separate website maintenance and security tasks for example (or may outsource those).  

Strategic Area ACTIONS TIME FREQUENCY 

Social Media 

(Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Pinterest) 

• Write 

posts/tweets 

• Write comments 

• Check for 

mentions of 

your name, 

business name 

15 minutes per 
network 

5-10 minutes 

Set automated 
searches – 5 
minutes to check 

Daily 

Content Marketing 
(inc blog) 

• Write content 

(yourself, 

outsource, use 

PLR as a starter) 

• Check blog 

comments 

• Schedule posts  

15-30 minutes of 
writing, editing 

 

5-10 minutes to 
check + respond to 
comments 

Daily or write in 
batches 

 

Comment review 
daily 

Website • Review 

metrics/analytics 

• Check all opt-in 

forms are 

working, review 

conversion rate 

 Weekly  

Email • Write + schedule 

broadcast 

emails to your 

list 

• Write or update 

your automated 

email message 

series 

• Share your free 

email opt-in 

gifts/landing 

pages 

30 minutes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 minutes 

Find the schedule 
that works for you 
and your list – 
monthly is bare 
minimum, weekly is 
better.  

 

Check/update 
automated emails 
weekly. 

 

Do something to 
promote your email 
list opt-in gifts or 
landing pages Daily  
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Videos • Create short, 

social-friendly 

videos from blog 

posts 

• Try going Live on 

FB or IG 

15-30 minutes to 
create videos (under 
2 min = best) 

 

Lives could be 10, 
15, or 30 minutes 

Daily or Weekly – 
what’s your style 
and platform?  

Referral/WoM • Ask past clients 

for testimonials 

and referrals 

• Participate in 

networking 

groups 

(online/offline) 

15 minutes to write 
emails 

 

15-30 minutes to 
participate in 
groups, forums 

Daily or weekly 

Customer Service • Check for 

questions or 

mentions of 

company on 

social media 

• Send templated 

answers to 

common 

questions or 

direct to an FAQ 

15-20 minutes  Answer questions 
promptly on day they 
come in 

 

Build templates and 
common responses 
once, to use later 
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DAILY PRODUCTIVITY TRACKER 
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QUICK SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING TASKS 

Since many of you will use social media to drive traffic, increase awareness, promote 

offers, and do research on your customers – here’s a list of social specific tasks. You 

won’t necessarily do every task, nor every task every day. 

 Share your blog posts and any articles you write to your top social channels 

as soon as you publish them. 

 Re-share older, still awesome and relevant blog posts to your top social 

channels 

 If you have a webinar, training, or live in-person event create a Facebook Event 

for it under your Facebook Page. Create engaging posts for your events and 

share them.   

 Make sure your profile picture is a good, well-lit, recent photo of you! People 

do business with other people, not cartoon avatars. 😉  Do use a photo of you 

as the profile picture for your business page – it’s ok to add your logo or 

website to the photo using a tool like Canva, Adobe Spark, or Pixlr.  

 Use a mixture of content types on social media – images, videos, curated 

content, educational blog posts, promotional blog posts. Find the 

daily/weekly mix that your audience will engage with – the challenge is a 

perfect time to test a pattern or strategy of types of posts.  

 Respond quickly to comments or mentions of you/your company on social 

media.  

 Make sure your business contact information is up-to-date on all social 

profiles. Check your bio or headers.  

 Remind colleagues, friends, even family members, to check out your 

business’s social media profiles and to share your profiles to their contacts. 

You never know who your network might know!  

 Use a reliable social sharing plugin on your website to make it easy for 

visitors to share your content.  (I use Shareholic, I’ve also used Sumo; others I 

know like SocialWarfare. WordPress’s own Jetpack plugin includes social 

share tools. When in doubt on finding good plugins, I turn to WPBeginner and 

check their round-ups.)  
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Want more focus than just committing to 30 minutes of concentrated marketing work 

per day? You’ll get checklists and marketing task cheat-sheets as part of the 30 Day 

Challenge to guide your choices each day. But afraid you still might stare at your screen 

and think ‘what am I supposed to be doing now?’ – well then, it’s Choose Your Own 

Marketing Adventure time!  

Select one of the content marketing challenges below to focus your 30-minutes-per-day 

on. There’s something for everyone here! And perfect for repeating this challenge again 

on your own in a later month – pick a different content area or marketing tactic.  

This is a bit like my coach’s (Kelly McCausey of Love People and Make Money) yearly 

Stretch Yourself Challenge. It didn’t start that way when I dreamed up my own challenge 

and started writing challenge prompt ideas! But I wanted to show you there a lot of 

options so you can pick the marketing strategy or focus that fits (and stretches you) 

and you feel excited to commit to for 30 days.  

• Write 500 words per day – or as much as you can write in 30 minutes. 

Close your door, shut off the phone, set a timer, and write! No overthinking, 

no researching, no checking the web, no editing – just create. Think of it 

like a much smaller, easier NaNoWriMo but for content creating biz 

owners!  Content can turn into blog posts, emails, whitepapers, a new 

course, even a book!  

• Commit to learning a new design or graphics tool – like Canva, Photoshop, 

Easel.ly, Biteable, or Filmora, in just 30 minute bite-size learning chunks 

per day. And by sharing what you learn and create back to the community. 

We’re not all designers and we can’t always afford to outsource, but our 

content marketing MUST have visuals. So, boost your skills and your 

confidence with one of many free crash courses (I’ll link to some below- 

but you should check your local public library, many offer access to a range 

online learning tools, like Lynda.com).  

• Headlines – spend 30 minutes per day writing headlines and subject lines 

that will get you attention and clicks. Write way more than you may use in 

a month or even a quarter. Write a bunch of crappy early drafts that you 

will toss out! Run the better ones through some of the headline analyzer 

tools I share with you and see how you can improve your headline writing.  

• Call one person per day – a past client, someone you met at a local event, 

someone from a conference, a prospective client, another solopreneur pal 
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– just talk to 1 person each day, no more than 30-minutes. No sales 

pitches necessary. Just check-in with them, ask what they’re doing in their 

life or business, what cool new things they’ve encountered online, what 

they wish they had more of, and sure, do ask your past clients about 

experience with you, your services or products. But the focus is on the 

other person, not you. You’re listening and conducting research (and 

maybe picking up testimonials and business ideas!).  

• Test out a new-to-you social network – or re-commit to one you’ve let go – 

ONLY if it’s one your ideal target client demographic is actively using. Only 

spend a max of 30-minutes per day on the new network – partly listening, 

watching, seeing how others use it, and partly participating. Do NOT spend 

all your time promoting, talking (or sharing videos/pictures) of yourself or 

your business. Do some of that for sure! But treat it more like you’re a 

scientist exploring a new world.  

• Run some A/B (split) tests  - while we’re treating the month like an 

experiment, how about doing some actual data-collecting, experimenting! 

A/B (otherwise known as split) test your email subject lines for 1-2 weeks. 

Then maybe split test your blog post headlines the other 2 weeks. It’s 

great to have data – not a gut feeling – to inform improvements and 

decision making. (Did you know there’s 25+ experiments you could run 

just on your email marketing?!)  

o e.g. for Emails - test 2 completely different subject lines; or test 

personalization in subject vs. none; test with images vs. without; test 

2 variations on your Call to Action; test times of day – more opens in 

the morning or at night, etc. 

o Whatever you choose to test, it should be meaningful and give you 

data that helps make a decision or inform future actions. Don’t test 

something you can’t, or won’t, do anything about.    

• Video marketing – no, you don’t have to create 30 videos, but if you did 

that’s super awesome! But commit to experimenting, learning, and trying 

various forms of video for 30 minutes per day for 30 days. Work on it a 

piece at a time. Make a voice-over video with slides in PowerPoint, 

Keynote, or Google Slides. Test out some Facebook Lives (and you can set 

it to private and no one has to see the first few!). Try a social video tool 

like Wave, Lumen5, Ripl, Biteable, or SocialStudio from Pond – you never 

have to be in the video for it to be great and work well!  
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• Email marketing – some combination of writing and/or sending emails for 

30 days. See what you can write in only 30 minutes. Use your 30 minutes 

on another day to create a simpler branded template in your chosen email 

tool. Take 30 on another day to watch some tutorial videos from your 

provider to see how you can make better use of all the options they have. 

Try some of those split tests and improve your open and click rates.  

• Social media content – never know what to share on social media, 

especially places like Instagram? Grab one of the content ideas from later 

in this guide and follow the 30 prompts – no thinking, just doing and 

sharing.  E.g. Share a picture of your desk, share a biz-related #TBT pic, 

share a surprising statistic, create a 30 second video showcasing a 

feature of your product or service, share a favorite inspiring book, etc.  

• List building – it’s always a good time to work on adding targeted traffic 

and audience members to your email list! There are 2 ways you could 

tackle 30 days of focused list-building: drive more targeted, ideal traffic to 

your exiting opt-in offers; or work on creating and then sharing improved, 

targeted opt-in offers. If you have plenty of traffic but it’s not converting, 

consider option 2 and find an offer your traffic responds to better. If you 

don’t have enough eyeballs on your offers, work on improving traffic 

(perhaps through social media, social ads, partnerships, or something else 

mentioned on this list). 

• Podcasting or interviewing – you’re either already into podcasting or have 

decided it’s a great fit for you, now it’s time for more episodes! Spend your 

30 minutes each day working on finding and scheduling guests, interview 

cool people, editing an episode, or getting new podcast episodes on air or 

queued up for later. Need to learn new podcasting tech, this is a great time 

to devote just 30-minute blocks to learning and practicing. Even if you 

don’t have a podcast series, it can be educational, illuminating, and 

produce awesome content if you interview people in your niche or 

industry. You could even conduct those interviews via email instead of 

audio or video.  

• Photos – if you’re even slightly a shutterbug or photo buff, grab your 

camera and for 30 minutes per day take photos you can use in your own 

content, blog, or website. Take pics of your products in action, pictures of 

you in action, before/after photos – anything that helps you explain, 

illustrate, or share what you do (and means you won’t need to find a stock 

or Creative Commons photo later!).  
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• Facebook Groups – do you have a FB Group connected to your biz that 

needs some love and attention? Commit to 30 minutes every day – post 

questions, inspiration, tips, curated content and more. Use your 30 

minutes to reply, comment, and engage with your group members – and 

to encourage them to interact with each other. 

• Testimonials or pieces of social proof – ideally, you could collect 30 in 30, 

but it will be great and pay off big time if you can just commit to spending 

30 minutes each day working on getting testimonials. One day it may be 

reaching out to a past client, another to an affiliate or partner, and another 

day on setting up a form or tool to make it easy for someone to submit a 

testimonial on your website.  

• Content repurposing – spend 30 minutes per day changing, tweaking, and 

repurposing your existing content rather than creating everything from 

scratch. Change a blog post to a video, turn a PowerPoint into a video, 

make an email in to a blog post , or vice versa – there’s so many options 

(yes, you get a cheat-sheet for this too!). Your audience has a range of 

learning styles and needs and your content should meet up with those 

styles.  
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PLACES TO FIND LESSONS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY, VIDEOS, GRAPHICS: 

See if your local library has any of the following online course, education software offerings 

(most have something) – find their website and look for e-library, e-resources : 

• Lynda.com -  online video courses here on hundreds of topics for business, software, 

technology, and creative skills, including Photoshop 

• Brainfuse – study and online tutorials for elementary through adult 

education/learning 

• Learning Express Library – tutorials, practice sets, test prep and more  

• Universal Class – 500+ non-credit continuing ed courses for professional and 

personal enrichment 

• Coursera – a MOOC (massive open-source online course) is available on its own site 

and some courses have a fee; some libraries offer free access (e.g. NYPL)  

Some examples of online learning resources from public libraries:  Los Angeles Public 

Library, Chicago Public Library,  Mid-Continent Public Library – serving the Kansas City area, 

Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh,  and for my solo pals to the north, Canadian libraries are 

excellent and offer many of the same digital resources – the Whitby Public Library in Ontario 

offers Lynda.com (among many other resources, including ones for business owners), 

Toronto Public Library has Brainfuse, Gale Courses, Learning Express Library, and 

Lynda.com.  Even my county library system outside of Philadelphia has Brainfuse and 

Lynda.com – so go get your library card if you don’t already have one! 

CreativeLive offers free and paid courses (I love their all-inclusive Creator Pass – gifted it to 

myself for my birthday!). 

• Try a creative photo challenge with photographer Lindsay Adler  

• Check out their Photoshop 101 course  

• If you already have some Adobe skills and want more, check out their Illustrator 

course 

From the photo blog, PetaPixel, here’s a free photoshop course in 33 videos  

Canva’s Design School and tutorials – great foundational tips that apply no matter what design 

tool you prefer.  If like me, Canva is your fave tool, check out some of the tutorials to explore 

features you haven’t used or get quicker at creating your graphics. Or check out their tutorials 

on branding and creativity.  

•  How to build a brand  

• Creativity  

• Practice the art and effect of alignment  

• Learn typography tips and find appealing font combinations 

• Make use of the workshops, lessons, tutorials created for educators – explore 

shapes, layouts, color, and more.      
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Topics or ideas you can create social media content around in any given month. Here’s 

enough prompts for a post-a-day for 30 days!  

1. Share recent statistics from a report or blog post in your niche or industry. Even 

better if you can create a chart, graph, or infographic to SHOW the statistic. If a 

graphic already exists, share it with your comments.  

2. Mention (and show a picture where possible) what project or idea you are 

working on – create anticipation for coming products or services, solicit 

feedback. 

3. Create or share a company milestone – is the anniversary of when you went solo, 

when you got your LLC filing, when you quit your job? Did you recently meet a 

goal or hit a milestone on the way to a bigger goal?  

4. Ask a thought-provoking question. Create an image of the question and share to 

Instagram, Facebook, and Pin it.  

5. Post something personal that connects to your business and your followers. 

6. Share an opinion piece from a thought leader in your niche – and why you follow 

that person.  

7. Review a tool or service you use regularly or that you recommend for your niche 

– compare it to something else. Perfect opportunity for a video post – recorded 

or as a Facebook or Instagram Live.  

8. Thank your customers, clients, or followers.  Or give a shout out to someone who 

has shared a testimonial.  

a. Share their testimonial, profile pic, and even their social media or business 

URL – give a little love back to your clients.  

9. Repost an evergreen piece from your archives (link to a blog post, something 

you’ve tweeted or shared before, etc.) 

10. Share some breaking news about your industry or something that impacts it 

11. Post a poll related to your industry or company to show followers you value their 

opinions. 

12. Give a “sneak peek” of an upcoming product/service. 

13. Ask a question. (What was your experience with …?) 

14. Ask followers to share their favorite…. (Tip, quote, piece of advice, etc.) 

15. Create a “Top 5” post. 

a. Issues related to niche… 
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b. Ways to…. 

c. Tips for… 

d. Things to do…. 

16. Share a tip or explain something – “how to get the most out of …” 

17. Take and share a behind-the-scenes photo of you at work, creating, serving 

clients 

18. Share a favorite book and your top tip from it.  

19. Link to a favorite, older, evergreen blog post – pull a good quote from it.  

20. Do some ‘myth busting’ – write a post to take down a misperception or common 

myth in your niche.  

21. Cross share your other social media accounts so people can find and follow you 

on their preferred platforms (if you’re using more than one social channel).  

22. Talk about a favorite podcast you listen to or share if you will be a guest on 

anyone’s podcast.  

23. Do a round-up – create a list of great articles on a specific topic (yours and from 

other experts) and share the list on your social accounts.  

24. Pull from your news aggregator or feed reader and share some breaking news 

that affects your industry or niche – and your take on it.  

25. Share a little-known fact about you or your business. Encourage your followers to 

share their own hidden fact.  

26. Spotlight a customer, affiliate, team member, or partner.  

27.  Have your followers fill in the blanks:  “If I had _____, I would ______”  

28. Post your freebie or opt-in offer!  

29. Use a common hashtag, theme day. For example,  #TBT (Throwback Thursday) 

and post a photo of when you just started in business, or from your first webinar, 

first sale, first social media post, etc.  

30. Do #FunFriday posts – share something silly or funny that folks in your niche 

especially would get and find humorous. Share or create niche specific memes.  

 

Ok, I couldn’t stop at 30, here are bonus social media post ideas:  

• Talk about an upcoming even you are looking forward to – whether you’re 

attending or not you can talk about it.  
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• Discuss an event you recently attended and one key take-away – could be an 

in-person event like a conference, networking meet-up, a coffee chat, or could 

be online like a summit or webinar.  

• Ask your follower’s to “caption this” for a photo.  

• Share a seasonal or “this day is national _____ day” post. [Check NationalDay, 

NationalToday, or DaysoftheYear sits for the various weird, wacky, and 

legitimate days to celebrate. Also look for any calendars of days or events 

specific to your niche.] 

• Give a shout-out to another business or solopreneur who helps the same 

demographic of customer you do, but with different services. (e.g. an 

accountant might shout out to a lawyer specializing in wills, an art teacher 

shouts out to local gallery or dance teacher, etc) 

• Share an infographic (that someone else created – you’re curating here) that 

is highly relevant to your niche.  

• Answer a common question you get asked (or one you think customers 

should ask you).  

• Take a picture of your workspace and ask your followers to share theirs. 

(Alternate – if you were a health or fitness coach you might share a picture of 

your gym, yoga mat, set of weights and ask followers to share their workout 

space for that day. A running coach I know posts pics of her fave running 

shoes and ask followers to post theirs. Tweak this to fit your niche.)  

• Try an ongoing series, like a #TuesdayTips or #WednesdayWisdom, using a 

common hashtag that lets you share a tip each week, and your audience 

knows to expect it. You can also ask them to share their Tips or Wisdom on 

those days.  

• Ask a This or That question – use pictures, graphics, or just text. “Would you 

prefer This ____ or That ___”.  

• Share and promote something that isn’t a blog post or your free offer to join 

you list – share some other content. (e.g. a Twitter chat, a Pinterest board, a 

webinar, a collaboration you’re working on, etc) 

• Announce a time-sensitive offer – your social followers have to use a link or 

coupon by a certain date. Test this offer only on social media. (Test a 

different, similar offer only to your email list the next week) 
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